
The two dogmas described

Leibniz' definition of

analyticity in terms of

possible worlds is

unsuccessful



Kant's definition elaborated:

to be analytic is to be true by

virtue of meaning

Meaning is distinct from

extension (compare Frege's

distinction between sense

and reference)

Meaning and essence

The theory of meaning must

deal with synonymy and

analyticity, rather than

meaning-objects

Analytic statements are of

two kinds

Logical truths: true under

all interpretatioins of

non-logical parts



Second kind: based on

synonymy

Carnap's proposal: analyticity

as truth in all state-descriptions

Definition of state-description

The proposal works only

if the atomic statements of

the state-description are

logically independent;

otherwise we still face the

problem of synonymy

Our problem is with

synonymy, exemplified in the

second kind of analytic

statements

Proposal: synonymy is

established by definition

But definition is fixed

empirically: 'synonymy'

here can only mean

'observed assent and dissent'

Definitions rely on

observations over usage



Definition as conceptual

explication: rests on

already existent

synonymies, since in the

process of explication we

select certain contexts where

the uses of the explicandum

and the explicans coincide

Another type of definition:

novel notation for the

purpose of abbreviation

Notational economy and

conceptual economy



All three kinds of definition

assume relations of

synonymy which remains to

be understood

Proposal: synonyms can be

replaced by each other in

every sentential expression

without a change in truth

value of that expression

Objection: we can find

contexts where

interchangeability fails

But these contexts can be

excluded by stipulations of

wordhood

Still, could we find contexts

where heteronymous

expressions are similarly

interchangeable?

Cognitive synonymy,

unlike other kinds of

synonymy, is relevant for

the determination of

truth values



Return to the main

argument of this section

The explication of analyticity

by the concept of necessity is

unsatisfactory

In the next several

paragraphs the following

claim is defended:

Extensional

interchangeability is not

sufficient for synonymy



Promise of a fresh start

Analyticity is

fundamentally obscure



Proposal (Carnap): we

can define analyticity for

a particular language,

especially an artificial

language with explicitly

stated semantical rules

If the clauses merely tell us

which statements are

analytic, we still don't

understand analyticity

If the clauses define 'analytic-

for-L', they still don't define

'analytic' and 'analytic-for'

First kind of rule examined

Second kind of rule: stating

which statements are true by

virtue of a semantical rule

But we don't know what

'semantical rule' means!



Comparison with postulates

What postulates are should be

understood relative to a

theory ('an act of enquiry')

Conclusion about the proper

role of semantical rules

How we come to believe in

truth by virtue of meaning

alone



The link between analyti-

city and verification

Synonymy and verification

We now face the possibility

that analyticity can be made

sense of through the VTM

Synonymy of words

But: what is the relation

between statements and ex-

periences? (compare

Reichenbach)

Radical reductionism:

translatability into dir-

ect reports

No requirement of translat-

ing term-by-term



The radical reductionist

programme implemented by

Carnap in the Aufbau

Its rich mathematical

ontology

Its thin empirical

ontology

The sketchiness of

Carnap's programme

Principal weakness: no

reduction of 'quality at

point' (compare the criticism

of 'analytic-in-L' earlier)

The lingering presence of

reductionism: statements

can be confirmed or

disconfirmed atomistically



Quine's proposal:

holistic confirmation

Reductionism is

presupposed by VTM

Atomistic confirmation leads

to the idea of analyticity

This leads 'naturally' to the

separation of the factual and

linguistic component in a single

statement (reductionism)

Truth value is a function of

language and fact

And this in turn leads to the

dogma of analyticity

But the explication of

analyticity and the atomistic

confirmation of empirical

statements are both elusive

Only science as a whole

depends on language

and experience

The field of force analogy

Elucidations of holism



Restatement of earlier claims

No immunity to revision

Statements accepted and

rejected depending on

how they accommodate

experience

A declaration of

isntrumentalism

Ontological foundations

are negotiable

Ontological commitments

determined by pragmatic

considerations



Same principles of

acceptance for any entity

The status of mathematics

Continuity between ontology

and natural science

Rejection of the analytic-

synthetic distinction

ushers in unvarnished

pragmatism


